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TENACIOUSLY PRO-LIFE CANDIDATES TO SUPPORT
The NHRTL Political Action Committee today identifies selected candidates who earnestly defend
unborn children and their moms. “Courageous and tenacious pro-life candidates abound in the New
Hampshire Primary,” said NHRTL-PAC Chairman Ed Holdgate, “and voters need to know who stands
up for the voiceless babies and who sits on the fence while babies die and women are wounded.” “Since
abortion is a barbaric and extreme form of child abuse, I think genuine pro-lifers will disqualify any
candidate who equivocates about the humanity of the unborn child,” Holdgate continued. “Voters
deserve and expect plain talk about this most pressing civil rights matter of our time,” he said.
NHRTL-PAC therefore implores conscientious pro-lifers to support the following candidates:
GOVERNOR: CRAIG BENSON, who has thankfully exceeded our expectations for pro-life leadership
EXECUTIVE COUNCIL: Dist 5: DAVE WHEELER, a most faithful defender of unborn children and moms
NH SENATE:

Dist 2 SEN. CARL JOHNSON
Dist 17 SEN. JACK BARNES
Dist 21 JIM BOYNTON

Dist 4 SEN. BOB BOYCE
Dist 18 SEN. ANDY MARTEL
Dist 23 SEN. RUSS PRESCOTT

Dist 9 SEN. SHEILA ROBERGE
Dist 19 HON. BOB LETOURNEAU

We dearly encourage pro-lifers in Derry, Hampstead, and Windam to promote Rep. Bob Letourneau
so he can retire documented flip-flopper Frank Sapareto. Sapareto signed the 2002 NHRTL-PAC
survey pledging support of “mandatory parent/guardian notification of abortion for minors” before he
was elected. Then he flip-flopped and voted against HB-763 entitled, “an act requiring parental
notification before abortions may be performed on unemancipated minors.” Sapareto’s promises
cannot be trusted, and his attempt to explain his vote was woefully illogical and pitifully desperate.
Pro-lifers in Dover, Durham, Epping, Lee, and Rollinsford should support former State Rep. Jim
Boyton in a primary fight against Dan Philbrick. Philbrick has no record on the right the life to our
knowledge and he summarily ignores the right to life on his website. Jim Boynton has earned many
pro-life stripes and answered all 16 questions on the NHRTL-PAC survey with 100% pro-life answers.
NHRTL-PAC supports these candidates because of their activism, commitment, and credentials.
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